
MILITARY MONOGRAFE

TITLE: A TANK CMPANY ON OKINAWA

SCOPE: This monograph is written with a view of relating, in

general, the experiences of Company "A*, 711th Tank Battalion

in the Otinawan Campaign. The monograph is divided int, four

section: tho preliminary planning phase, the assault phase,

the operational statistics, and the conclusions and rocan-

dations.
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"Th. enemy'sa pwer lie, in its tanks. It has become obvious that our

general battle against the American Forces is a battle against their

N=1 and 1a-4 tankso---e-en-eeen..e.

the late General Mitsuru Ushijias

Colmmnding General, Japanese 32d Army

Okinawa

"The outstanding feature of Japaese ground erganisation encountered

en Okinawa was the cave-type defenqe--------* The most frequent use of

tanks (both standrd and flam thrower) was in closely knt Tank-Infantry-

Teams in close-in reduction of hostile cave and pillbox positions. For

~this -work -tanks wre-irt-lusfle-V' M

Action Report, fIliT Corps

Ryukys Camagn



9 A TANK CC&PANY ON OKINAWA

I

This atery of "A Tank Company on Okinawa" must begin en the island

'f Leyte, for it was there the company executed the preliminary planning,

training, and rehirsals in preparation for the invasion of Okinewa.

The 711 Tank Battalien was placed in support ef the 7th Ifntry

4Divisien en Leyte after the Leyte eperation was completed. framning

with the 7th Infantry Division started imediately. The tank cempanies

were assigned te infantry regiments for training and later fought with

these sane regiments on the Okinawa Campaign. A number of exercises

were set up to perfect the tank-binfantry team emphasizing liaison,

proper target designation by the infantry, moving and directing the

tank to target,, ceaunicatiet,, and familarization of infantry with

tank characteristics.

The division artillery instructed all tank commanders in ferward

ebserver methods used by the divisien artillery, and familiarized the

tankers in the organization and commnications of the artillery.

The division conduc-oted a Ttans-portat ion Quartermiazter -Sohoo1 whicbh

was attended by at least one officer from each ocmpany. The divisien

alse cenducted a ceurse ef instruction in perimeter defense, and all

eff icers and key IC~s attended.

Te facilitate liaison between the infantry and tank, the mortar

platonersfln HaqaresCompany Tank Battalien were relieved



each of the tank platoons. The liaison corporal of each tank company

with his organic equipment, 1/4 ton vehicle and 3CR 509, constituted

the liaison for the tank company ommander at infantry regimental

headquarters. The liaison teams mado up free the mortar platoons

were sent to the infantry battalion headquarters several weeks before

embarkation fl as t. beome acquainted with the persoll of the

infantry battalion.

The regular 'water proofing kits were used to waterproof all wheeled

vehicles and tanks. No particular difficulties were encountered for

the kits included everything necessary and there was an adequate supply.

Time was a limiting factor., and the Job required the concentrated effort

of everyone concerned.

It is interesting to note that we stowed ammuinition of all kinds'

in considerable excess to that specified in training manuals. Each of

the tanks carried fullya hnred per cent more 30 calibre ammunition

than is specified and approximtely fifteen more rounds of 75-a and

105-a ammunition.

All of the tanks supporting an inantry regiment were placed under

the cemand of the medium tank ca wender. Hence, the company was

reinforced by a platoon of f ive light tanks and a platoon of six

mnedium MI~l flame thrower tanks. The ompany's tank strength was then

twenty eight tanks.

The battalion had a variety of ships on which4it hadA to le&adA its
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attached, it was loaded an one Landing Ship Deck. The Landing Ship

Deck is large enough to acccaodate the entire ompany. Some of the

other organizations experience considerable difficulty 
asseuablying

all their vehicles prior to the assualt landing and then again after

landing. The individual tanks of the company were loaded into LCMs.

This was accomplished by constructing sand approaches 
in the water

to the rap of the LCX. One of the tanks was lost when a LOX sunk

enroute from the beach to the Landing Ship Deck. The exact cause was

never definitely established, but it is believed the lead was not

properly balanced. This is quite possible for it was very difficult

to lead the tanks inte the LOX Ira these sank approaches. The chief

difficulty was holding the LOX in place when the tank f irst entered.

All other vehicles were leaded without mishap.

The target, Okinawa Gunto, is in the approximate center of a string

ef isalands that- arecspread like a net across the eastern entrance to

the China Sea. This string of islands is known as the Ryukyus. They

are of little economic value, but their location gives them isense

strategic imortance. They cmnd the sea approaches to the Chin

coast between Foechew and Shanghi, and in Japanese hands the hust

Chin a lt a Japanese lake. Ctinawa is the key island of the entire

group. It is a long narrow island made up of plateaus and ridges.

It is sixty seven miles long, and varies from three to ten miles in width.
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airfields and subnarim bases. Okinawa had three large airfieltsJtn

operation, two airstrips, and other potential airfield sites., The

strategic importance is illustrated by the foallowing table *f mileages s

Distances from OKINAWA

TOKYO 845 SHANGHAI 450

OSAICA 650 HONG KONG 780

FUSAN, KOREA 540 M&NIlA 790

DAIR EN 830 GUAM 1250

PEKING 1000 SAIPAN 1210
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The f orces employed on the Okinawa Campaign wore the III Amphibious

Maria.Cops and the XXIV Army Corps. Both were under commnd of Tenth

Army. Both corps were used to cut the island in two, then III Amphibious

M1arine Corps and the XXIV Army Corps were to adnance uerth arid south

respectively. Early on 1 April 1945, the landing forces assembled .ff

Dagushi Beaches on the west coast of Okinawa under corer of intense

f ire from the air and sea forces of the Fifth Fleet. The landing was

made with two corps abreasta- XXIV Army Corps on the right and the III

Apibious Marine Corps on the left. XXIV Corps landed with two

divisions abreast- 98th Infantry Division on the right and 7th Infantry

Division on the left. Each division landed with two regiments abreast.

Each regiment had two battalions in the assualt.

Company "A" landed on Orange Beaches I and II on Landing Day, 1 April

1945, at H4SO minutes. These were interior beaches in the vicinity of

laden Airfield. The landing was made with virtually no opposition by

the enemy. The only difficulties encountered were those presented by

the beach and terrain. The tanks were unoaded from the LOX on a reef,

approximately seventy five yards from the shore line. The water was

approximately three feet deep. It was necessary to exercise oxtroimeato

avoid the shell holes in the reef caneed by naval gun fire. Cempany "Am

lost no tanks in te shell holes. Inand from the shore line at

approimatey thrty five yafle,- the first terrain obstacle was
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and five feet high and approximately a foot and a half thick. The

tanka pasted this obstacle by taking advantage of the broken sections

ithe nill created by the naval gun fire. Even though the obstacle

isioned did not cause any serious delay, considerable confusien

resulted and individual tanks were lest from their platoons.

The next terrain fabe ht was of some concern was a gorge that

varied froam fifty feet to a hundred and fifty feet in depth and fr on

fifty to two hundred f..t in width. The gorge separated Orange Beaches

I and II* One tank of the first platoon was ferced to resain in a

forward area the first night after it hit a mine that dama'ged its

suspension system. Coany maintenance was incapable of assisting

the tank because of this gorge. Until the second day when the tank was

evacuated to the rekar by the company maintenance,, the tank crew with

ass istano. F4q1the infantry prevented the enemy from further damaging

the tank.

Another incident that occurred the first day that is noteworthy

happened whiltoer running laden Airfioll. The Japanese had utilized

all tern of natural cover around the field such as shacks, haystacks,

barnsw and weaves to store ordAnce materiel, spare parts, ammunition,

and ether items used in conjunction with the airfield. The tanks with

ifntry in close support were reducing these installations until the

tank fire set off considerable quties of aerial bembs. This resulted

in close-support for theereminder of theiday.



The first platoon got intt difficulty with the terrain. The first

three tanks negotiated a fill across a snail defile that had been

constructed for native wagons or cart traffic. The fill gave sway when

the fourth tank attempted te cress and it turned over. The platoon

was split on either side of this fill and was forced to spend the night

in this isolated position. They succeded in killing five Japanese

w ithout lesbtot themselves. The fourth tank was righted the next day,

and the platoon continued to fight.

The progress to the eastern side of Okinawa, and then the movement

south was relatively uneventful until about 7 April. The intensity of

enemy artillery fire grew progressively worse. During this period

almost the only contact with the enemy was at night. The enemy

persisted in attackin the comany bivouac area at night with snal

raiding parties. The raiding parties usually were armed only with

hand grenedes, knives, and bundles and cylinders of pricric acid.

The pricric acid, an explesive, was a hard substance in one pound

blecks. The Japanese would tie tegether varying numbers of these

blocks armed with a fuse and attempt to place them under a tank. The

Aricans referred te these bundles as satchel charges. The Japanese

attoupted the absn thing with the cylinder shaped tubes filled with

pricric acid and armed with a fuse.

Our system of perimeter defense proved very effective, for the
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tw enty and fifty yards apart. Every effort was made to so into

bivouac before dark so as to facilitate laying the cofrxial machine

gum for grazing f ire in front of the tank and crossing the tire with

adjacent tanks. The bowr gun was dismounted and placed into position

for firing from under the tank. A hole was dug under the tank approximately

a foot and a half in depth and large enough for three men to sleep and

for one man to sit guard. Each tank was connected to its respective

platoon leader with sound power wire, and the platoon leader was

connected with the company ommander. The oempany commander and

headquarters section were located within the perimeter. The ompany

comander was connected with infantry regimental cmma nder by sound

peer wire and on sose occasions by radio. frip flares were placed at

likely avenues of approach outside of the perimeter. This system

provided complete ommu=nication and all around protection.

During this period and throughout the operation,, the company

tank dozer proved invaluable. Because of the presence of the extensive

irrigation system, there were Many small bridges or culverts which the

Japanese distroyed. The dozer wes constantly at work preparing

crossings over the irrigation ditches and otherwise impassable terrain.

Tedozer was used to break the ground for each tank when a perimeter

was set up. The dozer was used-to seal caves, and thus prevent the

flurther use of the caves by the enemy. In cmo cases the deter was

used to determine the essistenco of mines., In areas toere mines were
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surface of the ground. Several mineis were detonated without injury

te the crew or be the tank. In all cases the damage be the blade

was negligible. Also the doser was moat effective in aking an area

just occupied livable by clearing and burying the reminents ef the

Japan. so Ary

The deepest penitration into enemy territory was made on 7 April

by a platoon of tanks attached to an infntry reconnaissance platoon.

The mission was recmisance in force of Youaboru Airfield. This force

advanced into enemy territory a mile and one half, but were foe to

abandon the mission after receiving intense artillery fire and mortar

fire while canalised on a section of road. This maneuver apparently

took the enemy by surprise f or it was uninterrupted until the concentration

of artillery and mtortar fire fell. The force was permitted to fire on

the reverse slopes of Japanese positions which resulted in inflicting

oensiderable damage and sealing numerous caves. The tanks and infantry

reconnaissance platoon-withdrew without less, but this type operation

was never attempted again.

The progress of the attack fram 10 April to 1 May slowed down

considerably. At this time the American forces were in contact with

teconcentrated enemy strength. The Japanese comandor had most of his

forces in the southern part of the island which was the most imortant

par7t in respect to population, resources,. and development. Bore he

nude full use of the advantage given to him byweamingv grout. The6,1
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1W hill messes run generally across the island or perpendicular to the

American advance. The enemy organised his defenses so that a battle

had to be fought for each successive ridge. The winning of the forward

slope and then the crest was only a prelude to the strugglo f or the

reverse slope. The company, still supporting the 32d Ifntry Regiment,

assisted in taking these ridge line objectives until the well known

yabaru-,Shur i.-hha Line was finally reached.

The defensive position on (kinawa proved that the Japanese had

learned from defeat. His organised defensive technique was decidedly

improved. The hills, ridges, and escarpments, usually of volcanic

orgin or coral rock, had natural caves, crevasses, and indentations.

The enemy _developed these natural features with innumerable deep caves

and conneotifl tunnels or in some cases a deep trench system. The

eaves had vartous exipta to the flanks and rear or reverse slope of

the positions.a The enemy always provided for several firing position

for each of its direct f ire artillery pieces or antitank guns. Frequently

those positions would be at different elevations on the hill side. Some

of the guns captured were found mounted on narrow gauge railroad 
tracks

which faciliated easy movement from one firing position to another.

The positions were always well camouf laged and equipped with an

opening and closing device. The device was a sheet of metal positioned

at such an angle that when opened direct hits were often deflected

thscuin Vohrmt morce.Thsloitoswrestdfor



protection. These special defensive strongpeints were further augmented

by fortified totns, piliboxes, revetments, and bheckhouses. Particular

attestion was paid to all around defense and defense organised in depth.

The approaches to these cave positions were covered by indirect artillery

fire and mortar fire. These positions were constructed large enough to

facilitate continuous occupation by the crews. In fact, aoccomodations

for moat of the troops defending a hill or ridge were provided in these

cave-,tunnels. There was ronm for supplies of anmmition, water,, and

rations.

The occupation of each of these ridges was possible only after the

bitterest of fighting. The terrain was relativily open and in general

pemr-mitted-tree z-ovement--of tanks. The infantry took full advantage of

this and demnted the maxiu of their tank support. Emphasis nas not

placed on the close coordinated infantry-tank team., The terrain was

sufficiently open to permit the mutual support of tanks, and tank

saneuverablity was not too restricted. The most important faotor was

the qualty of artillery fire attracted by the tank. The artillery

fire ade it impossible for the infantry to resain in close vicinity of

the tank.

The chief neakness ef this navo type defense was that it tended to

inobilise the defenders and to sake them vulneralbi to a determined

fak-attack. The tank could saneuver so as to direct large calibre

fire and flms ainto cave openings on Aeither frwardMor'r v es slopes.jAV&
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defending force out via side and roar exits to engage our forces from

the flank. These were not bansal attacks,. but well coertt~aM*Mgi-

effective maneuvers.

The cave system of defense provided the Japanese good protection

from naval air strikes, rr&IgIafire, andl 'rr artillsr-y f.

was vulnerable to attack by infantry and tanks. To combat this form of

tttack the enemy relied upon his artillery to separate the infantry

from the tanks. This was substantiated by captured ozwmy deouments.

Japanese PWf also revealed that the primary mission of all artillery,

both indirect and direct, was the distinction of'%'the U.S. tanks whenever

they presented a target. The effectiveness of the Japanese artillery

a nd mortar fire was Aost sdrprisina6 to t) aliaiJ Previ ous ly the ir

artillery had been unimpressive. Heretofore the artillery fire was

uncontrolled,. lacked coordination, and heavy artillery concentration or

counter battery was not employed by the Japanese. Usually guns were

sited in direct fire positions and employed individually. The guns that

were fired indirectly lacked coordination or mass., On-Okinawa there

was a dedided imrovement. The Japanese used a carefully coordinated

ever all de fens ive f Ire plan with guns s ituated f or the f ir ing of

concentrations of battery and battalion. Okinawa was reported to be

the loacation of the Japanese artillery school. They had made omplete

surevey and registeratien of their artillery.

As te t ac rgesd aanese I. Aft were forced to keep their



ounter battery f ire and naval air craft took too great a toll of his

artillery. However, ho continued the night artillery, particularly at

dawn and dust, when the Americans, were more relaxed preforming maintenance,

eating, and engaged in personal chores. The eneny' s artillery on Okinawa

included 70m-rn, 75-rnt 105-rn, ISO-rn, and many of the same oslibre in

howisers. His mortars included 50-rnm, 70-an, 81-am, 90-rnm, 150-am, and

320-au (spigot) mortars.

The more elaborate positions mentioned previously were most

effectively reduced by the f lame throwezj§ tank. The infantry camette

"love" the f lame thrower tank. In fact, they would not move until the

f orward sl1ope of the ir objecative was completely burned frost end to end.

The effectiveness of the flame tank wast due to the ability of the flam

to penetrate the opening of a position and "turn corners" within.

Frequently the enemy was destroyed even if' they were not burned due to

the rapid consumption of exygen in such a limited period of time by

the intense heat. This was particularly true if a cross draft did not

exist in the cave or tunnel. The Japanese were terrified by the flam

tank. This was learned through prisoner interrogation. The greatest

problem was getting the tank within flame thrower range. This problem

represented many hours of study of terrain reconnaissance on the part

of all concerned, including the division engineer. Another discouraging

factor was the problem of keeping the tank supplied with flame fuel

A ta&nk would expend its losad inifty tw +o seven+- ty ecnds ao cntinuous

13.



The flame tank battalion resuppliod their units and initially the

commander of Company "AW had no control over this operation. Too

frequently the service facilities aere not displaced far enough forward.

Mach valuable tim was lest, but this was corrected. The f ormation

habitually used was one f lame tank attached to a section of tanks with

fle= guns. The 75-isa gun tanks would support the flame tank, leaving

the flame tank free to concentrate on its mission. The flame tank was

forward with a standard tank on each of its flanks. In addition to

supporting the flame tank, the standard tanks had the mission of

destroyin the enemy that was forced to leave its position as a result

of the flame. This combination was most effective, and many Japanese

aere flushed from their positions by the flame and fell the pray of

75 calibre and 30 calibre fire from the standard tanks. After the

ifntry learned to know the flame tank, and when the terrain was mere

suitable to tank movement, every village, every wooded area, and every

likely pisition was burned, wither killing the enemy with flame or

forcin him to expose himself to the f ire of 75-mm guns and 30 calibre

guns. The flame thrower tank proved to be a most valuable and effective

weapon on Okinawa.

It -is noteworthy to mntion that the omny was used once on this

operation as auxillery artillery.* The ompany was not tied in with

the. organic artillery nor was it given any firing data by the artillery.

It sitly a wnt into an indirect firing position and supported the admKvance



cenmtinumis rains prevented or further complicated the 
saneuvering of

tanks. Also, we could not fire direct fire fr = front line positions

beause of the artillery fire we would attract on the 
infantry.

Shortly hereafter the 7th Inantry was relieved by the 98th Inantry

Division for a period of ten days. The company renamied in an

indirect fire position just one day. Three officers of the company

went forward in different places of the front lines and acted as

forward observers. The fire was effective and several missions on

enemy occupied tomb and caves proved most successful.

15.



III

During eighty three days of owmbat, seventy of which were days of

ocaitmnt, Company "A"t used 13,113 gallons .f 80 octane gasoline or

an average of 158 gallon per day. This consumption of gasoline was

far loe than was contemplated during our training phase. The training

participated in wras based upon the experience of tank uin itsn in the

Mediterranean Theater rather than the Pacicic Theater. The difference

may be explained by the close tank-infantry coordination demanding

limited movement over short distances, and the fact that forward

assembly areas for the company were habitual. Also the excellent

defensive position occupied by the enemy in this limted, rugged,

defensive terrain demanded frontal attack with only localized enavelopens.

Thousnouver of-.-tanks was restricted.

The sam reasons limited the requiremeats of lube and vrease. Also

the tanks were nw, and the naintenance -was at a high leve Following

is a table of lube and grease consumtion:

#60N SO--mfe5?5 gallon

AX#3O---- 185 gallon

SAN 90.- --159 gallons

Greans CF#1--a-So 50pounds

Grease CP*....440pots

Keroene----30gallons

The above data does not include the consumption of the flame thrower

160



The consumption of anwnition was not different -grn what was

contemiplated during training and prelimnary planning. The expenditure

of anmmnition indicates the proenderance of fire placed on the enemy

by the company. Following is a list by type of ammunition consumed:

105-sm How. Shell, S/F, HE, 11, u/PDF N4841 or 148A2-4twm 1769 rds.

105-am How. Shell, S/F, Smoke, Plies. UP, U80, s/P? IS?- 20 rds.

75-a= Gun, Shell, Fixed, HE, 148 S/C v/PD? 148----------MWM49421 rds.

75-ma Gun, -Shell, Fixed, HE, 148 N/C v/PD? 148----------p w~m,17 28 rds.

75-nm Gun, Shell, Fixed, HE, 148 S/C v/PD? 154------3700 rds.

7 5-am Gun, Smoke, Phos. UP, tkll, N/C unf.'---A--- 75 rds.

75-a= Gun, Pro$. Fixed, ANC, M18,w/Tracer&BDF 166LI1----- 304 rds.

7 5-a=Gun, Shrapnel, Fixed,N ------------ 33 ida.

37-a Gun, Shell, Fixed, HE, V63, w/BDF 15-------23 da.

37-am Gun, Shot, Fixed, AN, 1N51, v/Tracer--------244 rds.

37-a= Gun, Canister, Fixed, 12-----------------a----aft869 rds*

lertar, Bab, Smoke, 2inch Mortar, M3, C--------96 its.

Grenades, HandBrag. 1Wk 11*1 w/ign. fuase x110*3------- (app)370 its.

Calibre 30, Cart., ball & tracer, 4---------719,280 rds/

Calibre 50------------------------n

Calibre 4-----------------rndap)900is.

Flare, Trip, 149 and 14----------------74

It was necessary to use the shrapnel, acrmal charge asuanition, atd

NI with 154 fuse bec'au-wse of a short.age In 76-a gv,&a asunition. The

170



canister effect proving very effective at close ranges. It could not

be fired reliably at great ranges.

A, A detailed lilt of tank and vehicular parts required on this operation

is net at hand. Attention is directed to that section of this report

dealing with Zd and 3d echelon tank maintenanco. There one may note the

major items needed as replacements. It is to be recalled that the

company was equipped with new MIA5 tanks., The parts replacemnt was due

te enemy action and not as a result of wear and tear.

Tank Damages and Personnel Losses
Salvaged or Persi

rank Cause of Dama nage to Tank Repaired Caswm

!ank w/75 Mlotov Cocktail1 Burned hoses Repaired None

Satohel oharged
and later burned

Satchel1 charged
and later burned

Hit mine, satchel
charged,, later burned

Hit mine, satchel
charged, later burned

Hit mine

Iobilized by
terra in, later
burned by enemy

Direct hit from
Jap artillery

and wir ing

Completely
d"streyed

Demolished by fire

Detrye

Destroyed

Destroyed11

Br oke track
damaging Begie Wheel Repaired

Demolished by fire Destroyed

Caved in top of
right sponsondes-
troyed gas tank

Repaird

rnnel

None

None

2 EM
wounded

I EM
wounded

None

1 EM Killed

None

0 .18.

Tank w/7 5

Tank w/75

Tank w/75

Tank w/7 5

Tank w/7

Tank w/7 5

Tank w/75



Tank

Tank v/7f5

Tank v/75

Tank

Tank

Tank

Tank

w/7n5

v/n5

w/75

v/lo5

Cause of Danage

Nit Mine

Immeblized by terrain

later burned by ermy

Satohol charged

Hit nine

Artillery tire

Hit mine

Tank v/fl 1CM sunk

v/flame Iaobilised by terrain
thrower later burned

~Tank wvftil-,artillery f irej
thrwer

Tank v/f Jap artillery tire
thrwer

Tank v/fl Artillery or mortar
fire

19.
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Damage to.Tank

Final drive and
one Bogie bracket

Demolished by Lire

Eine and radiator

Broken track

Tank burned

suspension system
& engine destroyed

Last in Leyte Bay

Demolished by fire

lRadiJator- t -pocket
& track damaged

Radiator,. spocket
& track damaged

flaged engine and
radiator

Salvaged or
Reai rs

Repaired

Destroyed

Repaired

Repaired

Destroyed

Salvaged

Doestreyed

Destroyed

Repaino

Repaired

Repaired

PersonnelI
Casualties

None

I EM killed

2 wounded

lo-e

loe

Ione

None

lone

I EM killd-

1 EM wounded

lone



It will be noted that the greatest dasago done to Company "A" was as

a result of attacks by enemy personnel armed with satchel charges, demelitions,

and inflamablo liquid. This was the most effective weapon the Japanese

used for the total destruction of tanks. The terrain favored the defender,

isebilising the tanks, slowing down the tanks, prevented freedom of

saneuver, and permitted the enemy to close in and accomplish his mission.

However, the battalion after action report indicated that more tanks were

disabled by artillery fire. The nature of the damage in most cases

allowed repair, but the tanks were out of actien for considerable periods

of time. Mixos of all types were the third most destructive to the

battalion. The Japanese used a combination of a Mine with either an

aetl bIn or a-are-artilr-on -of -saiulnition. Thegg mires alone

were not sufficiently large to inflict total destruction of Amrican

tanks

The personnel casualties listed are not the eperational total. In

addition, two men were sorvrly burned when the ship they were on was

struck by a Japanese suicide plane. Two men were wounded by artillery in

the company biveauc. One an was killed by a Japanese sniper. There woo

a few ether miner casualties. It is felt tht the number of casualties

received was low. This my be attributed to a high degree of skill, courage,

and a certain amount of luck.
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-,WWIZd and 3d Echelon Maintenance on Tank, MUA

hato Reason Werki '%Performed

4-245 Hit mime Replaced Bogie whoaI and sections to tra&

4-10-45 Artillery f ire Straightened and welded right rear spenson,
replaced top engine compartment door.

4-1-5 Htin Replaced sections in track

4-10-o45 Artillery fire Replaced final drive, repaired final
drive plate, replaced right suspension
assembly

4-19-&45 Hit mine Final drive and bogie bracket

4-20-45 Artillery fire Replaced engine, replaced radiater

440a-45 Mechanic failure Pulled engine, replaced clutch anay.,
replaced gas tank.

~ NiuroReplaced transmisr,-m oil cooler

j-7e45 Artillery fire Replaced exhaust minifeld and head gasket

6-8-46 Mechanic failure Replaed engine

6-14-45 Cracked tube Replaced 105-rn tube (105-rnm tank)

6-22-45 Satchel charge Replaced engine, radiator and welded hull

The list of maintenance activity above represents only the major

incidents. In addition, of course, there were daily acts not noted.

Further, no mention is made of evacuation to higher echelons, or salvage

preformed.

21.



W Eme~, Materiel Destroe

150-rn artillery piece-G w -------------- 1

lb-rn artillery piece-------------1

Artillery piece, unkinet---------1

Mortar, auakuunsi te----------------------5 W M 00

Ae - Dump-----------------1

Above ii a list of known enemy materiel destroyed. It is felt that

~~~~far ~1 &ore motlwsptoat ofat5en by theompn. Iti mosbl

to take definite credit in view of the close coordination of tank-infantry

team. Also, the progress of the attack was each at time that it did not

permit observation of the effect.



IV

At this date, almost three years after the eperatien in question, it

is diff icult to make recoondations for most of the discropencies noted

by the author have been corrected. Msntion will be ado of discrepency

and the correction to indicate concurrence. Basically the organization

of the separate tank battalion was unsound for operations in the Pacific

Theater of operations. The organization did not make the nest economical

use of personnel and equipment. Battalion headquarters did not operate

tactically. It only served as an administrative headquarters. It was net

too effective in the latter fuotion. The distance between company

headquarters and battalion headquarters, usually in the vicinity of division

headquarters, was sogrAtthat oca-inicatiens-failod and-it- was impossible-

to make our supply needs know. Battalion, ignorant of the tactical

situation, could not anticipate the company needs. It was found more

expedient to use infantry supply channels. For the most part the regimental

84supplied the cemy with gasoline, ammunition, and rations. Personnel

admnistration was conducted over radio when possible, utherwise by persoal

conduot between company and battalion headquarters. Initially the company

clerk rosained at battalion headquarter. with the personnel section. This

was ullnsatisfactory, so the clerk operated at company headquarters

maintaining liaison with battalion personnel section. Battalion headquarters

possibly should have established it OP forward of division headquarters.

The battalion should have aintained liaison with the infantry regimental



particular battalion. This is partially the case perhaps. However,

analysis of the battalion's problem is worthy of some consideration.

it had a responsiblity to divison, to its companies, 
and yet it did not

have control of it. subordinates., The logical solution of this confused

duplication of effort is to sake the tank company organic to the infantry

regimnt. This is further true to facilitate training together before

fightingtogether.

As mentioned before, all tanks supporting the infantry regiment were

under the command of the mediu tank commander. This meant the medum

tank cmmander had platoons from two different companies 
attached to his

ce1Mnt. Further more, the flame thrower platoon was from a different

Wtank batta 7WliMGO..dlsst say this was-a most ackward situation. If

the infantry regiment is goin to be given this support it should be organic

to the infantry regiment's tank officer.

The light tank, USA was not suitable against the Japanese defense

that existed on Ckinawa. Any place the light tank could be use the medium

tank eould be used also. The light tank is more mobile:, but in the

Pacific Theater big envelopments or movements were imossible.* The

supported infantry refused the services of the light tank. They wanted the

heavier fire powor of the medium tank. In sumary, the light tank, WIS~

is not suited for close support of infantry fighting against a well

organivd defense.

Temrar"platoon of -.0asepaate t0 4ank battalionwaS never used as



divimon. Also they were never used because the battalion never operated

tactically and could not place them in a peuition anid coordinate their

activity with the ifantry. It seems reasonable to organize the tank

battalion organic to the infatry v;0!irn wthlut ra mortar platoon.

Thje tank deter should be organic in the tank company. It was useful as

mentioned. However, there nere certain disadvantages not found in the

armored bulldozer, P7. The armored bulldozer, P7 should be organic in at

least the liadquarters company of the tank battalion.

The public address system mounted in tanks was most effective in the

control of civilians, and in some cases Japanese were induced to surrender

by going forward in the tank and giving the enemy surrender instructions

-or ith public address-system. The public address system should be T 19

equipment.

The tank-infantry phone should be installed on each tank. The standard

hand set TB-fl with a control box on rear of tank was very effective.

hach ompany should carry a spare BC 604 transmitter and possibly

two BO 605 receivers.

Bach tank should have one TS 10 s ound powered toehhone.

The tank ompany should have available a remote controluni t.

The 1/4 ten liaison truck in company headquarters should have a

8CR 608 rather than the 8CR 528.

The company should have added to its TKe quipment one aligmut set

13-B orsilA- instrument.

I



W eevr ffecie.t9
werever efectve. If this system is terused additional men should

be added t. the T/0 of the company and three 8CR 509 radios as TAE equipment

must be added. The battation had the ANftRC-3 iota installed in the tanks

as is now specified in T/0 and E. The AN/VRCe3 sets were used as listening

stations on the infantry net to keep the tanks in the infantry picture.

Generally this means of communication was not used. The infantry would

express its request for tank support to the infantry battalion camndor who

would pass the request t. the tank commander through the liaison team.

The reception on the AN/VRO-3 sets was often very poor. Also the cannoneer

was usually too busy with other tasks, and ho could not properly monitor the

infantry net. As a whole,, the use of AN/VRCeS sets was not viewed favorably.

Perhaps this was due in.. some extent to insufficient training

Tank ompaies should never be sent into combat until the organic

tank retrievers are ado available. Several tanks were completely destroyd

by the enemy after they had been left on the battlefield only Luoblized by

either the terrain or as a result of enemy action. Had retrievers been

available, the tanks would not have been lost to the enemy.

Company messes should bring all available condimnts, baking powder.,

sugar, flour, and other ingredients on hand, because from tim to tim it

will be possible to nks hot bread or cakas f or the troops.

frganisations should bring adequate supply of cleaning and preserving

equipment. The use of bore cleaner on artillery pieces is advocated.



forced to carry all *f their clothing and equipment on or in the tank,

much of it will be lost as a result of mortar and artillery fire, or when the

tank is knocked out.

Tho use of tanks for the ewacuation of casualties, and the carrying

of supplies forward is worthy of mention. Frequently this use of tank.

was necessary when the routes to forward infantry position were covered

by enemy fire. It is believed that the infantry would have found it

impossible on several ocoaslions to resain in forward positions if it had-

not been f or the tanks bringing forward rations, water, and ammun-ition.

lSew of the tactical principles most frequently ignored are listed

as follows and are stated to emphasise their imortance:

Io loss than two tanks should ever be employed in support of infantry.

Taiks must mutully support each other even if infantry is supporting.

Missions given tanks by the infantry must be clear, concise, and with

definite objective explained., Too frequently the infantry demanded too

much area fire without specific targets. This resulted in heavy expenditure

Of antion and undue exposure to the enemy. A tim elemient should be

imposed by the infantry on every mission given tanks.

Tetank comuander must be taught to use the least logical avenue of

apprac..h. He will fin it more difficult to manieuver, but in the long run

he will minimise his problems.

kinks must be given latitude in the selection of their fir agpositbeo

They should be peritted to firfrvom full-&1 defilw A ade psitins.6he4tnkNr



W The infantry should request only the of tanks necessary to

aoomplish the mission and only when they are needed. Much valuable

resupply and maintenance time is lest if an excessive nmber of tanks

rosin idlely awaiting a mission. However it is to be remembered that

the presente of tanks serves as a morale booster for the infantryman.

Tanks should be provided generously for the infantry if it can be done

without prejuducing the availability of adequate numbers of tanks for

their more effective roles. The beneficial effect upon the infantry

morale of the presence of the tank may be out of all proportion to its

actual effeotivomss, but it is to be remembered that the tank has a

proportionately adverse effect upon the morale of the enemy. When

tanks successfully acomplish their mission, the ground must be taken

by the infantry. If this is not done a repitition of the same task will

be mecossary. If the ground is not taken it will serve to give the enemy

an opportunity to develop his antitank defenses in that sector.

Flame tanks must always be covered by at least two dher tanks.

Supply dis of ammunition and flame thrower fuel must be kept in

small dumps nill forward to facilitate replenishment.

Tanks must be released early enough to porterm daily maintenance.

The ifntry, not having the preponderance of equipment, must be remine

of thi at tims.

Mine squads should be attached directly to tank companies so as8 to

effect proolso And*t imely mne detecti^4Pon and Cle, aace



Wo. tanks when they are employed.

The infantry should designate specific targets to the tankers and

not just general areas. A unform system of target designation should

be deolopd. Perhaps the cloak method.

In the Pacoific it was found unsound to position the tanks on the

XIas a defensive weapon at night.

The tank-infntry team principles should be adhered -t. strictly

w~aterrain feature 4canaise the tanks or restrict their saneuverability.

In such an operation as the one dismissed, it is recommended that the

infntry statics guides on the beaches to load landing tank units to

their supported infantry. If this is done the specified tank unit will

more likely arrive to support i ts designated infantry.

The infantry asceander should not everloek the use of a tank as a

vehicle to be used in his personal reconnaissance in forward areas. The

ompeWn, 32d Regimet made effective use of tanks for this purpose. The

division enginer used a tank to go forward and observe a major obstacle.,

This assisted him in makin an estimate of the situation. When the

obstacle was in friendly hands the necessary equipment, personnel, and

materiel wore at hand without delay.,
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